
SUNBLASTER T5HO 
INSTALLATION INSTRUCTIONS  
 

NEED HELP? Visit www.sunblasterlighting.com for warranty information and troubleshooting tips. 
Your local SunBlaster retailer is often the best source of growing tips for your region,  

and for helping plan your growing area to get the most from your new SunBlaster lights.  

BOX CONTENTS 
1x  high output lamp 
1x  self-ballasted T5HO light fixture 
1x  14” Link-It Linking Cord   (Part №0900295) 
1x  6’ power cord with roll switch  (Part №0900241) 
2x hanging clips   (Part №0900299) 
2x  mounting clips    (Part №0900237)

DIRECTIONS 

Read all instructions before you begin to avoid any damage to the product, or injury. 

1. Remove the fixture and lamp from the packaging and inspect for any damages. Do not install if there is 

broken glass or damaged parts on the fixture. Contact your retailer immediately if you find any problems 

with your product. Warranty does not cover physical damage or glass breakage. 

2. Remove the lamp from the fixture by turning the lamp gently either clockwise or counter clockwise 90 

degrees. The lamp should easily release with little effort.  

3. If your light has a NanoTech reflector, remove it by gently squeezing it along the length of the reflector 

until it pops off. 

4. To mount lights flat against a surface: 

a. Locate a suitable flat mounting surface for your T5HO light. Using your fixture as a template for 

the mounting clips which are included inside the accessory box, mark your two mounting 

locations. For security, it is recommended that clips be mounted at least 10cm (4 inches) apart. 

b. Attach mounting clips using screws that best suit your mounting environment. 

c. Once your mounting clips have been installed, gently and firmly push the fixture into the 

mounting clips until it seats securely, with the clips gripping both sides of the fixture frame. 

5. To suspend lights using hanging clips 

a. Affix hanging clips onto the light fixture by gently and firmly pushing the clips until they seat 

securely. For security, it is recommended that clips be mounted at least 10cm (4 inches) apart. 

b. Hook the hanging clips to your overhead lighting suspension system. Ensure your lighting 

suspension system is designed to accommodate the weight of the lights. 

6. If your light has a NanoTech reflector, remove the protective film, and reattach the reflector. It will snap 

firmly into place. Run your finger along both edges to ensure it is correctly seated. 

7. Reinstall the lamp by following lamp removal instructions (step 2) in reverse. If it does not seat easily, DO 

NOT force the lamp, check to ensure nothing is blocking the lamp pins, and that the rotating lamp locking 

mechanism on the light fixture is correctly aligned.  

8. Install additional fixtures as needed, ensuring that they are spaced closely enough that the Link-It cables 

are firmly connected on both ends. Up to 8 SunBlaster lighting units can be linked to a single power cord 

using Link-It cords. Connect your power cord with roll switch to the electrical outlet. 

http://www.sunblasterlighting.com/

